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#

le calculator is permitted

[R = 8.314 J mol-rK-r, 2.303RT/F = 0.05911

.thg term"Intensive propertY' (08 marlcs)

mify the following into intensive and extensive properties (A) energy,

viscosity, (C) Molar volume, (D) Dipole moment (E) Specific heat

(F) Mass
(12 marks)

work done for an isothermal reversible expansion of 2 moles qf
I dm3 to 50 dm3 at 273 K, which obeys acbording to (A) the

law, and (B) the equation of state PV = nRT + aP ,where
42 dm3

(35 marla)

: nmalhematical expression of isobaric heat capacity ( Cr ).

(10 marla)

of methane (considered to be a perfect gas) initially at 25 o C

I,Fressure, is heated at constant pressure until the volumq has

The variation of the molar heat capacity with absolute

is given by
Ct, =22'3 + 48'l x 10-37 .,.

I

C,,is in J K-l mol"l. Calculate the enthalpy change (LH)
(35 marlrs)

Tum over



(2) (a) (i) Derive the Maxwell relation

(15 marks)

in entropy ( AS ), when' one mole of a van

Vt @ Vz ata constant temperature is given by

(v"-u\
As = R'"[z;J

(20 marlrs)

(iii) One mole of nitrogen gas is allowed to expand fr9.* 0'5 to 10 li

calculate th".;;;;; i" Jniropv using the vair der walls equation. wl

b = 0.0391mol'l. (15 marks)

(b)(i)WritetheNernstequationforthefollowingelectrodereaction

/ as\ (ap\

l*),=-\*),
(ii) Show that the change

Waals gas exPands from

Cuzn +2e -+ Cu

(ii) Calculate the electrode potential

copper sulPhate solution at 25 o

reduction electrode Potential of
sulphate to be comPletelY ionized

eqr'tut to the molar concentration'

(iii) predict whether zinc and silver react with I M HzSOa to give

hydrogengasornot.Giventhatthestandardreductionpotentialsof
and siiver we 4.76 V and 0'80 V respectively"

(25 .marl<s)

(10 marks)

of a copper wire diPPed in 0'1

C. At this temPerature, the

copper is 0.34 V. Assume cotr

und tA." the activitY of coPPer i

(] 5 marlcs)
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